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Abstract
Contour gauges are discussed in the framework of canonical for-
malism. We nd ux operator algebras with the structure constants
of underlying Yang-Mills theory.
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1
1 Introduction
Contour gauges [1] have been already successfully applied to Yang-Mills
theories in the framework of path integral approach. In this note I am going
to discuss these gauges in the framework of canonical formalism. The curves
admitted will be those discussed in ref.[2], where a slight modication of the
gauge condition used in [1] has been proposed and discussed under the name
of ponderomotive gauges. These gauges can be indexed [2] with homotopy
families admissible by geometry of region V considered. In the case of Yang-
Mills theory we limit ourselves to self-contractible families, dened in ref.[2].
They have a useful property, namely Y-M potentials are orthogonal to these























; )) = 0 (1.2)
for any 0    1 and x 2 V .
We are going to implement these gauges into canonical formalism of Y-M































2 Dirac brackets for Y-M theory
In what follows the discussion of surface terms will be omitted. The canon-

































































































































































= V   P (~x
0
) (2.10)
Next, let us remark that compatibility of (2.7) with (2.8) is evident once we






















(comp. eq.(2.5))yields already r.h.s. of










































































 0 from (2.7) (comp.eqns (1.1), (1.2)),
therefore (2.12) is proved.
















































































































In the next section eqns.(2.17 - 2.19) will be used in the derivation of non-
abelian algebras.
3 Flux algebras
Let us consider at the beginning a special type of surfaces appearing in
denitions (1.3), (1.4) of B, E uxes. Take a loop L and some homotopy
c(~x;~a). We dene a horn H(L; c):
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We are going to show that uxes B; E through these homotopy horns are

























































































are given. Eqns.(3.3), (3.4) are consequence of a simple





































































T  ~n)d (3.11)


























dening dual potential ;

f . Let us consider Dirac brackets























































































































































































) (comp.eqns (3.1), (3.2)).
The conditions (3.16) or (3.17) are fullled whenever the surface of H

is
pierced by loop L or homotopy curve c(~x;~a), respectively. N 's in eqns (3.14),
(3.15) denote net numbers of piercings.
The abelian part of (3.13) has been already discussed [4] for the radial
gauge; it leads to t'Hooft algebra [5]. The non-abelian part can be ex-
pressed through surface integrals. Call K
N
part of a loop L, characterized
by N(c;H

) = N , N xed (K
N
















; c) () ~x = ~c(~y;~a; t) (3.19)
6
for some Y 2 K
N
and t 2 [0; 1]. Evidently eqn(3.3) holds for H(K
N
; c) so



































is useful if we want to keep relation with loop integrals























































) 2 [0; 1].







































































































































(3.25) one gets N from the second integral on the r.h.s. of eqn(3.23). Making



























In this case there is always at least one common point of c(~s;~a) and S, as
c(~s;~a) ends on s 2 S. The weight of this end- point contribution to N is
1
2





for any xed s 2 S:






















































do not form closed algebra for any chosen H(L; c) and S. They can be
however replaced by a set of closed algebras on the properly chosen parts of
H(L; c) and S. This will be discussed elsewhere [6]. Let us conclude with a
choice of such H(L
0









i.e. abelian part does not contribute to (3.21). Moreover, put 2N in
eqn(3.26) and N in eqn(3.21) equal to 1. (Example: in the Fock-Schwinger
gauge take H(L
0
; C) to be a cone and S
0
to be any planar surface containing
elliptic section of H
0














































If we took S
0
to be closed surface surrounding ~a, then (3.32) is the algebra




























-  being arbitrary
surface - leaves simplicity of ux algebras intact will be discussed elsewhere
[6].
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